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About This Game

Pixel Fodder is a old school platformer with a fully destructible world, a large choise of characters, incredible dynamics and
gigaliters of 8-bit meat. Use all power of the pixels to defeat the bad guys and restore justice in this world! Fight for infantry,

scientists, movie stars, knights, zombies, internet memes!
Create your own adventures in the map editor, find out the whole story of Pixel Fodder Heroes campaign mode.
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Wacha
Publisher:
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Pretty Fun where it is at right now. Controls seem a bit "floaty" and no music yet. Price is reasonable. I still think you should
wait to buy.

Here is some no commentary gameplay.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=9ck0h8buK30. I like it its fun :D. i played dis on phone. Edited review:

As promised I returned to review the game at a later date and am happy to say that it has shown a ton of improvements. There is
so much more structure and refinement on display that it's like a total conversion and t didn't need that much work to be good.
The developer has stuck with it and went above and beyond what I would have expected. Well done.

I won't comment elaborately on the unnecessary aggression shown by the developer regarding my review. I know how hard it is
to work hard and release something into the world only to get hit with a negative review.
****************************
Old review below

Why would I say 90% nice things about a game that I do NOT recommend?

TLDR: This game could be a perfect replacement for Expendabros and I mean that in a complimentary manner. It has tons of
characters to choose from, although I find the current differences to be less than thrilling, it's a lot for an early access game to
have so many choices already. Same thing with the world choices. All of this sounds good still, so why not recommend it?

It's all content and they have yet to fix basic function. It's really frustrating, which isn't new to EA games, but it's frustrating for
an entirely new reason. The menu functions are awful and you have to switch back and forth between keyboard, mouse and
gamepad. The physics engine in the game needs a lot of tweaking making basic controls a little wonky. Again, these are things
that EVERY developer fixes before exposing the game to the public. There are a few other basic issues like this that make me
nervous. With so many of the budget priced developers abandoning their games right after cashing in with a launch I HAVE to
tentatively say wait to buy. A competent developer will get this under control in a week or two at most. If I don't ammend this to
a positive recommendation by Sept 15, I never will. To be fair to the Dev, I have set a Google calendar reminder to check in on
the game and ammend my review. I wish them luck and REALLY hope they pull it off.
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